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ADEQUATE SEMIGROUPS

by JOHN FOUNTAIN
(Received 20th September 1977)

A monoid in which every principal right ideal is projective is called a right PP
monoid. Special classes of such monoids have been investigated in (2), (3), (4) and (8).
There is a well-known internal characterisation of right PP monoids using the relation
X* which is defined as follows. On a semigroup S, (a,b)E.Z£* if and only if the
elements a,b of S are related by Green's relation 2? in some oversemigroup of S. Then
a monoid S is a right PP monoid if and only if each i£*-class of S contains an
idempotent. The existence of an identity element is not relevant for the internal
characterisation and in this paper we study some classes of semigroups whose
idempotents commute and in which each 2?*-class contains an idempotent. We call
such a semigroup a right adequate semigroup since it contains a sufficient supply of
suitable idempotents. Dually we may define the relation 91* on a semigroup and the
notion of a left adequate semigroup. A semigroup which is both left and right
adequate will be called an adequate semigroup.

Any inverse semigroup is adequate and in investigating adequate semigroups it is
natural to look for analogues of results for inverse semigroups. In (6), Howie
determines the greatest idempotent separating congruence n on an inverse semigroup
S and shows that Slfi is isomorphic to the semilattice of idempotents of S if and only
if the idempotents in S are central. In an adequate semigroup there need not be a
greatest idempotent separating congruence. However, on an inverse semigroup, /x is
the largest congruence contained in 7R,. Defining Stf* to be X* D91*, we determine, in
Section 2, the largest congruence ixL contained in X* on a right adequate semigroup
and hence find the largest congruence fi contained in "3t* on an adequate semigroup.
We also find that the analogue of the second result of Howie mentioned above holds.

It is well known (see (10) or (7, Chapter V)) that if S is an inverse semigroup with
semilattice of idempotents E, then there is an idempotent separating homomorphism 0
from S into the Munn semigroup TE such that 0 ° <T* = /x. and 6 restricts to an
isomorphism between E and the semilattice of idempotents of TE. In Section 3, we
define a class of right adequate semigroups which we call right type B semigroups.
For any semilattice E we define a semigroup B(E) which is right type B and whose
semilattice of idempotents E is isomorphic to E. For any right type B semigroup 5
with semilattice of idempotents E, there is a homomorphism 6:S-+B(E) such that
$ o $~l = fx.L and 6 restricts to an isomorphism between E and E. In Section 4 we
consider adequate semigroups and using TE, show that there is an analogue of Munn's
result for a class of adequate semigroups which we call type A semigroups.
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114 JOHN FOUNTAIN

1. Preliminaries

In this section we give some alternative characterisations of adequate semigroups
and some of their elementary properties. We begin by recalling some elementary facts
about the relation i£* on a semigroup S. It is clear that X C i£* and it is well-known
that for regular elements a,b G 5, a^£*b if and only if a££b. In particular, if S is a
regular semigroup, then SE = SB*. From (9) and (11) we have

Lemma 1.1. Let S be a semigroup and let a,b G S. Then the following conditions
are equivalent:

(1) (a,ft)Gif*;
(2) for all x,y e S\ ax = ay if and only if bx = by;
(3) there is an Sx-isomorphism <j>: aS[->bS' with a<t> = b.

We note that an idempotent e acts as a right identity within its i£*-class, for if
(e, a)G if*, then e2 = e 1 and so by (2), ae = a 1 = a. From (5), we have

Lemma 1.2. / / U is a regular subsemigroup of a semigroup S and a,b £ U, then
a,b are ^-related in U if and only if a,b are SB-related in S.

Note that in this Lemma, ££ may be replaced by if* since a,b are regular elements.

Proposition 1.3. Let S be a semigroup, E its set of idempotents and T the set of
regular elements in S. Then the following conditions are equivalent:

(1) 5 /s adequate;
(2) T is an inverse subsemigroup of S and E has non-empty intersection with each

i£*-class and each 9l*-class of S;
(3) T is an inverse subsemigroup of S and T has non-empty intersection with each

J£*-class and each 9l*-class of S;
(4) each ££*-class and each 5?*-class of S contains a unique idempotent and the

subsemigroup generated by E is regular.

Proof. If (1) holds, then by definition each £C*-class and each 2ft*-class of S
contains an idempotent. Also, £ is a subsemilattice of S and so by (1, Section 7.1,
Exercise 1), T is an inverse semigroup.

If (2) holds, then since EQT, (3) also holds.
If (3) holds, then E is a semilattice. If L is an i£*-class of S and a G L C\ T, then in

T and by Lemma 1.2 in S also, a is ^-related to a~la where a"1 is the inverse of a.
Thus each X*-class of 5 contains an idempotent. Similarly, so does each <ft*-class of
5. The uniqueness follows from Lemma 1.2 and the fact that T is inverse.

If (4) holds, then to establish (1), we have only to show that E is a semilattice.
Since the subsemigroup (E) generated by E is regular, we see from Lemma 1.2 that
each if-class and each 0t -class of (E) contains a single idempotent. Thus (E) is an inverse
semigroup so that <E) = E.

We now give an example to show that in condition (4) of the above proposition,
the assumption that E generates a regular subsemigroup of S cannot be removed.
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Example 1.4.

- H i o>
S = {2mA, 2nB, 2"C, 2nD:m^l,n^0}.

It is easy to see that S is a semigroup under matrix multiplication. Further S is
generated by B and C and these elements are the only idempotents in S. It is routine
to check that the i£*-classes of S are

{2m A, 2 " B : m ? l , « ? 0 } , {2nC, 2nD: n & 0}

and that the <ft*-classes are

{2mA, 2"C: m s= 1, n s= 0}, {2nB, 2"D:n^ 0}.

Thus each i£*-class and each 2ft*-class contains a unique idempotent but S is not
adequate since B,C do not commute.

From the proof of Proposition 1.3 we see that if S is a right adequate semigroup,
then each i£*-class of S contains a unique idempotent. For an element a of such a
semigroup, the idempotent in the i£*-class containing a will be denoted by a*. In the
terminology of (2), a is left a*-cancellable. In the dual case of a left adequate
semigroup 5, a1 will denote the idempotent in the 3?*-class containing the element a
of S.

A right (left) adequate semigroup S is called a right (left) type A semigroup if
ea = a(ea)* (ae = (aefa) for all elements a in S and all idempotents e in S. An
adequate semigroup S is type A if it is both right and left type A. In (4) alternative
characterisations of right type A monoids (there called type A monoids) are given.
This result does not depend in an essential way on the existence of an identity
element and combining it with its left-right dual, we have

Proposition 1.5. Let S be an adequate semigroup. Then the following conditions
are equivalent:

(1) S is a type A semigroup;
(2) for every idempotent e in S and every element a in S, eS] D aSi = eaS1 and

S'eDS'a = S'ae;
(3) there are embeddings (f>]:S^Su<f>2'S->S2 where Si,S2 are inverse semigroups

and a*<j>\ =

We shall obtain further characterisations of type A semigroups in Section 4. We
conclude this section by listing some elementary properties of adequate semigroups
which we shall subsequently use without further mention.

Proposition 1.6. / / S is an adequate semigroup with semilattice of idempotents E,
then

(1) for all a,b £ S, a9t*b if and only if af = bu, a£*b if and only if a* = b*\
(2) for all a,b G S, (ab)* = (a*b)* and (abY = (ab^;
(3) for all a,b E. S, (ab)* =£ b* and (abf ^ af where =£ is the usual ordering on E.
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116 JOHN FOUNTAIN

Proof. (1) follows immediately from Proposition 1.3 and (2) follows from (1) and
the fact that <£*(2ft*) is a right (left) congruence on S. (3) is trivial.

We note that if c £ £ , then from (2) we have (ae)* = a*e and (ea)1 = ea\ Of
course, the appropriate parts of the above result hold if the semigroup 5 is simply left
or right adequate.

2. The congruence n

In this section we give a characterisation of the largest congruence /xL contained in
i£* on a right adequate semigroup and by combining this with its left-right dual, we
obtain a description of the largest congruence /i contained in 3f* on an adequate
semigroup. We then examine for the appropriate type of semigroup S, when SlfiL ~ E
and when S//x = E. In the adequate case we find that Sin, ~ E precisely when E is
central in S.

Let S be a right adequate semigroup with semilattice of idempotents E. For each
element a of S, define the mapping aa: E' -» E1 by xaa = (xa)*.

Lemma 2.1. (1) The mapping aa is isotone.
(2) The mapping a : S-* 2T(EX) by aa = aa is a homomorphism.
(3) / / 5 is right type A, then aa is a homomorphism.

Proof. (1) Let x,y e El and a £ S. Then

xya(ya)*(xa)* = xya(xa)* = yxa(xa)* = yxa = xya

and hence

(xya)* = (xya(ya)*(xa)*)* = (xya)*(ya)*(xa)*.

Thus if x =; y, then xy = x so that (xa)* = (xa)*(ya)*, that is, (xa)* «(ya)*.

(2) If x G El and 'a,b G S, then

xaaoi, = ((xa)*b)* = (xab)* = xaab

so that aaab = aab as required.
(3) If 5 is right type A, then for x,y £ E1 we have

(xy)aa = (xya)* = (xa(ya)*)* = (xa)*(ya)* = xaayaa.

For a general right adequate semigroup S and element a of 5, the mapping aa need
not be a homomorphism as the following example demonstrates.

Example 2.2. Let S be the eight element semigroup whose multiplication table
is:-
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Associativity may be checked directly or by observing that E = {e,f,g,h,z} is a
semilattice and that S may be identified with the subsemigroup of the semigroup of all
partial mappings of E generated by{fl}U{/x:xe E) where Ix is the identity map of xE
and a :{e,f,g,z}->{h, z} by za = z and xa = h for x^ z. From the table one sees that the
i£*-classes of 5 are {h, a, b, c}, {e}, {/}, {g}, {z} and the 2ft*-classes of S are {e,a}, {/,/>},
{g,c}, {h}, {z}. Thus S is an adequate semigroup. The mapping aa is not a homomor-
phism even if its domain is restricted to a*E = eE since (fa)*(ga)* = b*c* = h
whereas (fga)* = (za)* = z.

We can now determine the largest congruence contained in X* on a right adequate
semigroup.

Proposition 2.3. Let S be a right adequate semigroup with semilattice of idem-
potents E. Then the largest congruence fiL contained in ££* is given by

= {(a,b) ESxS: (xa)* = (xb)* for all x £ £"}.

Proof. That p.L is a congruence is immediate from (2) of Lemma 2.1. If (a,b) 6 fiL,
then a* = b* so that (a,b)GJ£*, that is, /J,LC^*. Let c b e a congruence on S with
vC%*. If (a,b)& v, then for any x G E\ (xa,xb)Gv so that (xa,xb)G&*, that is,
(xa)* = (xb)* which gives (a,b) G /iL and v C fiL.

Of course, the dual result shows that the largest congruence fiR contained in 2ft* on
a left adequate semigroup 5 with semilattice of idempotents E is given by

/u.R = {(a,b) G 5 x 5 : (axf = (bxf for all x G E1}

where /3a :£'-»• El by x$a = (ax)\ If 5 is an adequate semigroup, we may combine the
expressions for f*.L and fj.R to obtain an expression for fi = fiL D nR, the largest
congruence contained in 3f*. For such a semigroup with semilattice of idempotents E
we can make a slight modification in the expression for fi by noting that if a,b G 5
with a1 = fef and (xa)* = (xb)* for all x e a*E, then for any y G E, we have (ya)* =
(ya'b)* = (yb)*, that is, (a,b) G /xL. Thus

H = {(a,b) £5xS:a f =( ) t , f l* = b* and (xa)* = (xb)*, (ay)f = (by)'
for all x G a*E and for all y G a*E}

= {(a,b) G S x 5: aa = ab and & = &}
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118 JOHN FOUNTAIN

where we interpret aa to be the mapping aa : a*E^>a*E by xaa = (xa)* and Ba:a*E->
a'E by yBa = (ay)\

The classes of adequate semigroups and right adequate semigroups are not closed
under homomorphic images. We are thus led to consider when S is right adequate,
whether or not S/fj.L is right adequate and when S is adequate whether or not Sift is
adequate. We show that this is not necessarily the case in the following example of an
adequate semigroup S which is right type A and.satisfies ixL = /A but is such that Sin.
is not right adequate.

Example 2.4. Let A be the infinite cyclic semigroup with generator a and let B be
the infinite cyclic monoid with generator b and identity e. Let S = AU B U {1} and
define a product on S which extends those on A and B and has 1 as the identity by
putting amb" = bm+n, b"am = an+m for integers m >0 and n &0 where b° = e.

It is routine to check that S is a monoid with idempotents l,e. The i£*-classes of 5
are A U {1},B and the 9l*-classes are {1}, AU B. Thus S is an adequate monoid.
Further, it is easily seen that xs = s(xs)* for all idempotents x in S and all elements s
in S so that 5 is right type A. Finally it is not difficult to check that the /^-classes of S
are {1},A,B and that (JLR = 01*. Thus HL C HR so that fiL = /x and Sin ~ R2 U {1} where
R2 is the two element right zero semigroup. Since the idempotents of Sin do not
commute, Sin is not a right adequate semigroup.

We now consider under what conditions on a right adequate semigroup S, we have
SlfiL

 x E. We first need the following lemma.

Lemma 2.5. Let S be a right adequate semigroup with semilattice of idempotents
E. If the idempotents of SlfjLL commute, then E = {eftL :eGE} is the set of idempotents
of S/fjLL and 6 : E -> E by ed = epL is an isomorphism.

Proof. Certainly all the elements of E are idempotents. If a^L is an idempotent of
then for all e G E, (ae,ea)&fjiL so that (ae,ea)GZ£* and (ea)* = (ae)* = a*e.

Thus (xa)* = (xa*)* for all x G E\ that is, (a,a*) G /xL and aftL = a*fiL G E.
Clearly 0 is a surjective homomorphism. It is also injective; for if (e,f)E.

(E x E) n (j.L, then (e,f) G if* so that e = f.

Corollary 2.6. Let S be an adequate semigroup with semilattice of idempotents E. If
the idempotents of SI/A commute, then E = {ep :eGE} is the set of idempotents of SI/x
and 6: E -* E by ed = e/tt is an isomorphism.

Proof. Certainly E consists of idempotents. If an is an idempotent of Sin, then
(ae,ea)£ij, for all e £ £ In particular, (aa\a)G/i. so that" (aa\a)E.£* and a* =
(aa*)* = a*a\ Similarly, since (a,a*a)G/t, we get ax = a*af and so a' = a*. Since
fj. C fiL, we see from the proof of the Lemma that (a,a*) G /xL and dually (a,^) G /iR.
Hence (a,a*) G ft and a/i G E.

That 0 is an isomorphism is clear.
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Proposition 2.7. Let S be a right adequate semigroup with semilattice of idem-
potents E. Then the following conditions are equivalent:

(1) 5 / M L -£ ;
(2) nL=<£*;
(3) (ae,ea) £ if* for all e G E and all a £ S.

Proof. It follows from Lemma 2.5 that S//AL = E if and only if each /uL-class
contains an idempotent. Since fiL C if* and each i£*-class contains a unique idem-
potent, we see that this is the case if and only if /xL = if*.

Suppose that fiL = if*. Then for each element a in S we have (a*,a) £ fj.L, that is,
xa* = (jca)* for all x £ E1. Since (ax)* = a*:c = xa*, we see that for all e £ £ we have
(ae,ea) £ if*. Reversing the argument shows that if condition (3) holds, then /xL = !£*.

In the case when 5 is a right type A semigroup we can deduce a stronger result.
Recall that S=Uoev-So is a strong semilattice of the semigroups Sa when Y is a
semilattice, {Sa :a £ Y} is a disjoint family of semigroups and for a,fl £ Y with /3 =£ a
there are homomorphisms <t>a$ :Sa^>Sp satisfying

(1) <f>a,a is the identity map for each a £ Y;
(2) 4>a,0<t>p.y = 4>a,y for every a,/3,-y in Y such that a 3= /3 s= y;

and such that the product in S is given by ab = a<f>aMeb<j)p,ae where a £ 5O, /> £ Sp.
Now we have

Corollary 2.8. Let S be a right type A semigroup with semilattice of idempotents
E. Then the following conditions are equivalent:

(1) SlnL~E;
(2) E is central in S;
(3) S is a strong semilattice of left cancellative monoids.

Proof. The equivalence of (2) and (3) follows from (3). From Proposition 2.7 we
see that if E is central in S, then SlixL = E. Finally, if condition (1) holds, then by
Proposition 2.7, (ae,ea) £ if* for all e £ E and all a E S. Hence, since S is right type
A, we have ea = a(ea)* = a(ae)* - aa*e = ae, that is, E is central in S.

We conclude this section by giving conditions on an adequate semigroup S which
are equivalent to SI/J. = E.

Proposition 2.9. Let S be an adequate semigroup with semilattice of idempotents
E. Then the following conditions are equivalent:

(1) Slft~E;
(2) for all elements a of S, a* = af;
(3) £* = %* = &*;
(4) each 3€*-class of S contains an idempotent;
(5) E is central in S;
(6) S is a strong semilattice of cancellative monoids.

Proof. Suppose that S//x = E. Then for any element a of S, we have
(aa*,a*a) £ fi and since ft C 5?*, this gives (a*ay = a\ that is, a*a* = a1. Similarly,
(aa\a1a) £ fi and we get a*af = a1.
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Suppose that a* = a* for all elements a in 5. Then for a,b G S we have (a,b)
if and only if a* = b*, that is, af = b\ which is true if and only if (a,b)E. 01*. Thus
eg* = an* = <%*.

It^fs clear that condition (3) implies condition (4) and that if condition (4) holds,
then so does condition (2). Thus the first four conditions are equivalent.

Now suppose that a* = a+ for all elements a in S. Then for a G S, e G E we have

ae = (aeYae = (ae)*ae = a*eae = ea*ae =

and similarly ea = eae, so that ea — ae and E is central in S.
If E is central in S, then it follows from the results of (3) that condition (6) holds.

Finally, it is easy to see that condition (6) implies condition (2).

3. Right fundamental semigroups

We shall say that a right adequate semigroup S is right fundamental if fiL = i. The
reader may verify that Example 2.2 is right fundamental. We begin this section by
showing that if S and SIIJLL are right adequate, then SlnL is right fundamental. We
then introduce a class of right adequate semigroups called right type B semigroups
and show that if S is right type B, then so is Sln.L- For any semilattice E we define a
semigroup B(E) which is both right type B and right type A. Further, any right type B
semigroup which is right fundamental and has semilattice of idempotents E is
isomorphic to a full subsemigroup of B(E). By a full subsemigroup we mean one
which contains all the idempotents of the containing semigroup.

Lemma 3.1. Let S be a right adequate semigroup. If Sliu.L is right adequate, then
(afiL)* = a*fiL for any element a in S.

Proof. By Lemma 2.5 we have (a/u.L)* = e/xL for some idempotent e in S. Since
afiLa*/j,L= a/j,L= a/j.LefiL we have efjuLa*fiL = eyLL, that is, (ea*,e)G/j,L and con-
sequently ea* = e. On the other hand, (a,ae)Gfj.L gives a* = (ae)* = a*e so that
e = a*.

Proposition 3.2. Let S be a right adequate semigroup with semilattice of idem-
potents E. If SIHL is right adequate, then S//x.L is right fundamental.

Proof. By Lemma 2.5, every idempotent in SlfiL has the form e/j,L where e G E.
Thus we have to show that if a,b G S and (xtiLafiL)* = (xfiLb/j.L)* for all x G E\ then
afjLL = bnL. By Lemma 3.1 (xaftL)* = (xbfxL)* gives ((xa)*,{xb)*)G. nL. Since fiL is
idempotent separating, being contained in £*, we have {xa)* = (xb)* for all x G E\
that is, ay.L =

We now define a right type B semigroup to be a right adequate semigroup S with
semilattice of idempotents E which satisfies:

(1) for all x,y in f?1 and all elements a in S, (xya)* = (xa)*(ya)*;
(2) for all elements a in S and all idempotents e « a*, there is an element x in El

such that e = (xa)*.
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Note that condition (1) asserts that the mapping aa : £ ' - » £ ' is a homomorphism
while condition (2) asserts that Im aa = a*E. We have seen in Lemma 2.1 that right
type A semigroups satisfy condition (1). However, not all right type A semigroups are
right type B, for in Example 2.4 we have a* = 1 and (ea)* = a* = 1 so that e G a*E
but e£ Im aa. On the other hand, not all right type B semigroups are right type A as
the following example demonstrates.

Example 3.3. Let N denote the set of natural numbers and put / = N x N. On
S = N U / define an operation"as follows:

for m,n,h,k G N,

m°n = m + n

m°(h,k) = (m + h,k)

(h,k)°m =(h,k + m)

(h,k)°(m,n) = (h,k + m + n).

It is readily verified that ° is associative, that the idempotents of S are 0,(0,0) and that
/ is an ideal of 5. It is not difficult to check that the i£*-classes of S are N and / so
that S is right adequate. Since (0,0)°/c = (0,k) whereas it°((0,0)°k)* = fe°(0,0) = (*,0),
we see that 5 is not right type A. However, since the set of idempotents E = {0, (0,0)}
is a chain with identity 0, the isotone map aa:E-*E must be a homomorphism for
any a G S. If a G /, then a* = (0,0) so that Im aa = {(0,0)} = a*° E and if a G N, then
a* = 0 and ((0,0)°a)* = (0,0) so that \maa = E = a*°E. Thus S is a right type B
semigroup.

Now let E be a semilattice and define B(E) to be the subset of 2T(£') consisting of
those mappings 0 which satisfy:

(A) 8 is a homomorphism;
(B) Im0

Proposition 3.4. B(E) is a subsemigroup of ?f(E}) and the idempotents of B(E)
form a semilattice isomorphic to E. B(E) is right type B, right type A and right
fundamental.

Proof. If 0,4/ G B(E), it is clear that defining condition (A) is satisfied by dt(i. Now
I0i/f= 10(̂ liA so that if xe.(l0tp)E, then x = (10t/O(liW* and (li/r)x = y^ for some
yGE1 since Im ty = (1 iji)E. Thus x = (10l/O(yl/O = ((10)y)(£. Since Im0 = (10)B, we
have (10)y = z0 for some z £ £ ' so that x = zdtf/ and (\d^i)E C Im dip. The opposite
inclusion is clear and hence dip G B(E).

Suppose that 0 is an idempotent in B(E) and let 10 = e. Then e6 = 102 = 10 = e. If
x G E\ then xe G eE so that xe = y0 for some y £ £ ' and consequently x0 = (x6)e =
xOeO = (xe)d = y02 = y0 = xe. Thus 0 = A, where A,: E1 ^ £ ' by xA, = xe. Clearly the
map sending e to A, is an isomorphism between E and the set E of idempotents of
B(E).

Now let 0 be any element of B(E) and let 10 = e. Clearly 0A, = 0. Also for any
x G E\ ex = y0 for some y G E\ so that if <f>,tl> G B(£) and 0<£ = 0(/r, then we have
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J C A ^ = (ex)4> = y6<f> = y0</» = (ex)4i = x\eip,

so that Xe(f> = A,i/f. Hence (Ae,0) £ if* and B(£) is right adequate.
To see that B(E) is right type A, let 0 e B(£), e E E. Then for any JC e £", we

have JcAe0 = (xe)d = *0e0 = x6ke$ so that A,0 = 9\e0 = 6(Xe6)*.
Since B(.E) is right type A, to show that it is also right type B, we need only show

that 6*E C Im ag for 0 G B{E). Now 0* = Ae where e = \6 and if A, G £ with A/ =s A«
then / G £• and / =s e so that / £ Im 0. If f = xd, xE E\ then A/ = A,9 = (A,0)* = A,ae

and hence B(E) is right type B.
Finally, if 6,^ E B(E) and ($,&) E/JLL, then for all x G £ ' (AX0)* = (Axi/0*. that is,

A**) = AX1/, so that x0 = xt// and 0 = i/̂ . Thus B(£) is right fundamental.
We next record the fact that full subsemigroups of a semigroup S inherit certain

properties of S. The easy proof is left to the reader.

Proposition 3.5. Let S be a semigroup and T be a full subsemigroup of S. Then
(1) if S is right adequate, then so is T;
(2) //• S is right type A, then so is T;
(3) // 5 is right type B, then so is T;
(4) // 5 is right adequate and right fundamental, then so is T.

We can now easily obtain the main results of this section.

Proposition 3.6. Let S be a right type B semigroup with semilattice of idempotents
E. Then SI^L is isomorphic to a full subsemigroup of B(E).

Proof. By Lemma 2.1, a:S-*?F(E') by aa = aa is a homomorphism and S//nL ~
Im a. Since S is right type B, we have that ata is a homomorphism and Im aa = a*E =
(lao)£. Thus Im a C B(E). It is easy to see that for each e E E, ae = \e so that Im a is
a full subsemigroup of B(E).

The following corollaries are now immediate from Propositions 3.2, 3.4, 3.5 and
3.6.

Corollary 3.7. / / S is a right type B semigroup, then SlfiL is right type A, right type
B and right fundamental.

Corollary 3.8. A right type B semigroup S with semilattice of idempotents E is
right fundamental if and only if it is isomorphic to a full subsemigroup of B(E).

Corollary 3.9. A right type B semigroup which is right fundamental is right type
A.

4. Fundamental adequate semigroups

We shall say that an adequate semigroup is fundamental if \x = i. The semigroup of
Example 2.2 is fundamental. We begin by noting the two-sided analogues of Lemma
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3.1 and Proposition 3.2. We omit the proofs as these are similar to those of the results
mentioned using Corollary 2.6 instead of Lemma 2.5.

Lemma 4.1. Let S be an adequate semigroup. If Sin is adequate, then (ap)* = a*/j.
and (aij.y = a V for all elements a of S.

Proposition 4.2. Let S be an adequate semigroup. If Slfi is an adequate semi-
group, then Sin is fundamental.

As noted in Section 2, when S is an adequate semigroup with semilattice of
idempotents E and a G S, the domains of the mappings aa and pa can be usefully
restricted to a*E and a*E respectively. Henceforth when we use aa or pa we shall
mean aa:a*E-*a*E by eaa=(ea)* and pa:a*E-*a*E by epa=(ae)\ In order to
use aa,fia to obtain a representation of S on a full subsemigroup of an adequate
semigroup of mappings it seems essential to impose the condition that aa and pa are
both injective for each a in S. As we shall see, this is equivalent to the condition that
S be a type A semigroup and in this case the appropriate semigroup of mappings is
the Munn semigroup TE. We recall that for a semilattice E, TE consists of all
isomorphisms between principal ideals of E and refer the reader to (7, Chapter V) for
further information about TE including the proof that TE is an inverse semigroup with
semilattice of idempotents isomorphic to E.

Lemma 4.3. / / a is an element of an adequate semigroup S, then xaafia 5= x for all
x G a*E and y(iaaa s= y for all y G a*E.

Proof. If x G a*E, then xaapa = (a(xa)*)\ Since x(a(xa)*)* = (xa(xa)*Y =
= xaf = x, we have x «£ xaapa. Similarly, for y G a*E we have y « y/3aaa.

Proposition 4.4. For an adequate semigroup S with semilattice of idempotents E
the following conditions are equivalent:

(1) S is a type A semigroup;
(2) for each element a of S, the mappings aa and f3a are injective;
(3) for each element a of S, the mappings aa and fia are inverse isomorphisms.

Proof. Suppose that 5 is a type A semigroup and let a G S,e,f G a}E. If eaa = faa,
then (ea)* = (fa)* so that ea = a(ea)* = a(fa)* = fa. Hence e = ea1 - (eaY = (fa)1 =
fa* = f and aa is injective. Similarly, /3a is injective.

Suppose now that aa,/3a are injective for each a G 5. Let xEa*E and let
e = xaafia. Certainly e G d*E and by Lemma 4.3, x =s e. Since (ea)* = ea1 = e, the
domain of am is eE. Also aea = a,aa\eE and /3M = (3ape\(ea)*E so that

xatapea = xa.aSaPt = xaapape = e$e = e

and

eaeapea = ecteCCaPaP, = (eaapa)e = e

since e «s eaapa by Lemma 4.3. Since aM,/3M are injective, we have e = x. Hence aapa
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is the identity map on a*E. A similar argument shows that 0aao is the identity map on
a*E. Since aa,pa are isotone, they are thus inverse order-isomorphisms and hence
semigroup isomorphisms.

Suppose that condition (3) holds for S and let a £ S,e EE. If x = ea\ then
(a(xa)*y = xaapa — x and so ea = xa = xa(xa)* = a(xa)* = a(ea)*. Similarly ae =
(aeYa and so 5 is a type A semigroup.

Since aa:a*E-*a*E is an isomorphism when S is a type A semigroup with
semilattice of idempotents E, we have aa G TE and we can define a mapping O.S-*TE

by ad = aa. We then have

Proposition 4.5. Let S be a type A semigroup with semilattice of idempotents E.
Then the mapping 0 is a homomorphism onto a full subsemigroup of TE and

Proof. If a,b£S, then aa:a
J\E^>a*E and ab:b\E^b*E so that aaab has

domain (a*E n b^E)a~l = (a*b*E)(3a = (a*by)paE = (aa*b^E = (ab^E = {abfE.
Now aab has domain (abYE and for x e (abYE, xaab = xaaab so that aab = aaab in TE

and 6 is a homomorphism.
The idempotents of TE have the form IeE and since ed = ae = IeE we see that Im 6

is a full subsemigroup of TE.
Finally, for a,b e S we have (a,fe) G /i if and only if aa = afc and (3a = /S* which is

true if and only if aa = ab since pa = a~?,fib = al1. Hence (a,ft)£/x if and only if
aO = bd.

As immediate corollaries of this result, Lemma 4.1 and the two-sided analogue of
Proposition 3.5, we have

Corollary 4.6. / / 5 is a type A semigroup, then S/fi is a type A semigroup.

Corollary 4.7. In the notation of Proposition 4.5, the restriction of 6 to E is an
isomorphism onto the semilattice of idempotents of TE and for aG S we have
(a0rl(a0) = (ad)* = a*0, (a6)(a6)-1 = (a(9)f = a*0.

Corollary 4.8. A type A semigroup S with semilattice of idempotents E is
fundamental if and only if it is isomorphic to a full subsemigroup of TE.

In addition we have the following two corollaries. Recall that a semilattice E is
anti-uniform if eE =* fE implies e = /.

Corollary 4.9. A semilattice E has the property that every type A semigroup
having E as semilattice of idempotents is a semilattice of cancellative monoids if and
only if E is anti-uniform.

Proof. Noting that an inverse semigroup which is a semilattice of cancellative
monoids is actually a semilattice of groups, we have from (7, Chapter V, Theorem 5.2)
that if E is not anti-uniform, then TE is not a semilattice of cancellative monoids. On
the other hand if £ is an anti-uniform semilattice and S is a type A semigroup with
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semilattice of idempotents E, then for each a G S, we have a^E^a*E so that
af = a* and by Proposition 2.9, S is a semilattice of cancellative monoids.

Recall that a semilattice E is ngW if for each e G E there is only one automor-
phism of eE. Clearly this is the case if and only if there is at most one isomorphism
between eE and fE for each pair e,f E E.

Corollary 4.10. A semilattice E has the property that S£* is a congruence on every
type A semigroup having E as semilattice of idempotents if and only if E is rigid.

Proof. TB is a fundamental inverse semigroup so that on TE, 3€* = 3€ and /x = i. It
is well-known that Tit = t on TE if and only if E is rigid. For the converse, let £ be a
rigid semilattice and S a type A semigroup having E as its semilattice of idempotents.
Then if a,b G S and (a,b) G 9f*, we have a t = fot and a* = b* so that aa,ab have the
same domain and range. Since E is rigid, this gives aa = ab and hence also /3a = /3(, so
that (a,b) G /x. Thus 9€* = fi is a congruence on S.
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